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Abstract Here we report multisatellite observations of ionospheric disturbances in relation to the occurrence of the M8.7 northern Sumatra earthquake of 28 March 2005. The DEMETER (Detection of Electro-Magnetic Emissions Transmitted from Earthquake Regions) and CHAMP (Challenging Minisatellite Payload) satellites were investigated to find possible precursory and postevent phenomena. It was found that EIA (equatorial ionization anomaly) strength expressed in the apex height, derived from the CHAMP plasma density profile, was intensified along the orbits whose longitudes were close to the epicenter within about a week before and after of the earthquake. Increases in electron and O⁺ density along the orbits close to the epicenter were also observed in the DEMETER measurements. The normalized equatorial plasma density derived from the DEMETER measurements showed intensification about a week before and after the earthquake reaching maximum the day after the shock and afterward disappearing. In addition, similar behavior of the EIA enhancements related to the M8.0 Pisco earthquake of 15 August 2007 was observed. Surveys of space weather and geomagnetic activities excluded the possibility that these fluctuations were caused by changes in space weather or by a geomagnetic storm. Statistical analyses of the longitudinal variation revealed that the EIA was enhanced in the west of the epicenter and reduced in the east of the epicenter, and this fits the “increased conductivity” model. Based on these observations, we proposed a revised view of seismo-ionospheric coupling in the region of the geomagnetic equator, to explain the EIA features observed in this study.

1. Introduction

There have been many reports on seismo-ionospheric coupling before and after large earthquakes [Hayakawa et al., 2000; Ondoh, 2003; Pulinets and Boyarchuk, 2004]. In parallel, theoretical studies were conducted [Namgaladze et al., 2009; Kuo et al., 2011] to explain the underlying mechanisms of the phenomena. Recently, statistical analyses using large sets of observational data obtained by ground facilities and satellites [Fujisawa et al., 2004; Liu et al., 2006; Li and Parrot, 2013] provided strong evidence that correlations between earthquakes and ionospheric anomalies actually exist. Meanwhile, case study approaches [Oyama et al., 2008, 2011; Ruzhin et al., 1998] were more insightful and efficient in understanding the underlying physics of the complicated lithosphere-ionosphere interactions.

Both in the observational [Oyama et al., 2008] and theoretical [Kuo et al., 2011] studies, it was stated that the electric field developed by the seismic activities at the lower boundary of the ionosphere triggered the seismo-ionospheric coupling, which is similar to the equatorial ionization anomaly (EIA). Since the EIA was discovered by Appleton [1954], it has been explained that the formation of the EIA is a result of the diurnal variation of the zonal electric field and its interaction with the horizontal geomagnetic field at the equatorial region, which uplifts the plasma by $E \times B$ drift [Anderson, 1981; Walker et al., 1994]. The variation of the EIA around the time of strong earthquakes was detected in the data of topside sounding from Intercomos-19 satellite and reported by Pulinets et al. [2000]. Oyama et al. [2011] reported reductions of ion density in the DE-2 (the second Dynamics Explorer) satellite observations around a large earthquake that occurred in 1981. These changes in ion density showed characteristic latitudinal features similar to the EIA. In addition, Liu et al. [2011] reported ionospheric anomalies in the TEC (total electron content) values derived from GPS (Global Positioning System) signals which could be related to the 12 January 2010 M7 Haiti
earthquake. These studies suggested a correlation between the seismo-ionosphere coupling process and the EIA variation in the equatorial region. In parallel, the tidal structure in the ionospheric plasma density at low latitudes has also been identified and studied [England et al., 2006; Immel et al., 2006; Liu and Watanabe, 2008]. The longitudinal wave structure in plasma density and the vertical plasma drift which determines the EIA features and variation in the equatorial ionosphere were explained in the contexts of geomagnetic field configuration [West and Heelis, 1996; Ren et al., 2009] and atmospheric tides [Sagawa et al., 2005; Immel et al., 2006].

In the last decade, concurrent operation of three satellites, Detection of Electro-Magnetic Emissions Transmitted from Earthquake Regions (DEMETER) [Parrot, 2002], CHAMP [Lühr et al., 2012], and DMSP (Defense Meteorological Satellite Program) [Coley et al., 2010], provided unprecedented opportunities to study ionospheric phenomena at various altitudes, simultaneously. In this study, we report multisatellite observations of the intensified EIA, which were thought to be caused by seismic activities related to the northern Sumatra earthquake of March 2005, using the apex height derived from the CHAMP satellite observations [Stolle et al., 2008] and the normalized equatorial plasma density derived from the DEMETER satellite observations. Based on these observations, the possible seismo-ionospheric coupling in the low-latitude region were investigated, leaving the need for ensuing studies to confirm and to assess the contribution of the seismic effects to the EIA variations. Assuming the observed features are caused by the seismic activity, we suggest a revised view of the seismo-ionospheric coupling, especially in the equatorial region, in accordance with the detailed geometry and the physical quantities of the underlying processes.

2. Observations

2.1. Earthquake Occurrence

The large earthquake of 28 March 2005 (M8.7; 2.065°N, 97.010°E; Depth = 30 km; 16:09:36 UTC) occurred at the interface of the Australia and Sunda plates and was principally caused by the release of stresses that develop as the Australia plate subducts beneath the overriding Sunda Plate. The epicenter of the 28 March earthquake was located between the Nias and Simulue islands off the west coast of Sumatra, Indonesia. In the region of the earthquake, the Australia plate is known to move toward the northeast at a rate of about 5 cm/yr relative to the Sunda plate. This results in oblique convergence at the Sunda Trench. The 28 March earthquake was reported to have occurred as the result of thrust faulting. This earthquake was likely triggered by stress changes caused by the historic 26 December 2004 (M9.0) earthquake. However, the 28 March earthquake occurred on a segment of the fault 160 km to the southeast of the rupture zone of the M9.0 Sumatra earthquake. The 28 March earthquake is also known as the “Nias Earthquake” and records indicate that at least 1000 people were killed and 300 injured in Nias alone. A 3 m tsunami damaged the port and airport on Simulue. Tsunami heights of 2 m were observed on the west coast of Nias.

Large earthquakes (magnitude larger than 5.5) that occurred globally from a month before, to a month after, the northern Sumatra earthquake are listed in Table 1. The northern Sumatra earthquake is marked as EQ-29 in the chronological list of large earthquakes. During the period of interest, 31 of the 80 earthquakes that occurred worldwide, with magnitudes larger than 5.5, happened near the northeast coast of Sumatra along the Sunda Trench. The identification numbers of these earthquakes are underlined in the table. The underlined earthquakes along the Sunda Trench can be grouped into two clusters of earthquakes, one centered at 2°N, 97°E (Cluster 1) and the other at 1.7°S, 99.6°E (Cluster 2). The Cluster 1 earthquakes were mostly aftershocks of the main earthquake (EQ-29), which continued 10 days, while the Cluster 2 were due to the M6.7 earthquake (EQ-61) which occurred on 10 April, and its aftershocks.

If the observed ionospheric disturbances are caused by seismo-ionospheric coupling, the amplitude and size of the disturbance should be roughly proportional to the energy involved in the seismic activity. The relation between the magnitude of an earthquake (M, Richter magnitude) and the total radiated seismic energy (E in joules) established by Gutenberg and Richter [1956] as \( \log E_c = 1.5M_c + 4.8 \) implies that EQ-29 (at least, 10 times larger than any of the others) would be the dominant driver for any presumed ionospheric anomalies in this area and this period.

2.2. Space Weather and Geomagnetic Activities

Figure 1 shows the solar wind conditions and geomagnetic activities for 2 months (March to April) around the occurrence of the main earthquake. The solar wind conditions show that during this interval, solar wind speed and density recurrently increased and decreased (Figures 1e and 1f). Also, there were strong Alfvénic
fluctuations in the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) when the solar wind speed was high (Figure 1d). For

The response of the ionosphere to the high-speed solar wind streams is not clearly understood yet. Recently, Pedatella and Forbes [2011] reported using the DMSP F13 observations during 2005 that strong drift perturbations can occur in response to the high-speed streams. During the high-speed streams, the IMF
Figure 1. Geomagnetic and solar indices, and solar wind conditions, around the main earthquake on 28 March 2005: (a) $K_p$ index, (b) $Dst$ index, (c) $F_{10.7}$ solar radio flux, (d) interplanetary magnetic field ($B_x$: red, $B_y$: green, and $B_z$: blue), (e) solar wind speed, (f) solar wind density, and (g) interplanetary electric field ($E_y$). The vertical dashed line indicates the occurrence of the main earthquake. The red and blue vertical dotted lines indicate 15–16 days and 5–6 days prior to the earthquake, respectively.

shows Alfvénic fluctuations, which results in fluctuations in the interplanetary electric field (Figure 1g). The $E_y$ component of the interplanetary electric field is calculated as $E_y = -V_x \times B_z$ and obtained from the OMNI data. The fluctuations in the $E_y$ component of the interplanetary electric field could result in equatorial electric field and produce drift perturbations in the ionosphere [Manoj et al., 2008]. The main earthquake in this study occurred during the declining phase of a high-speed stream, the peak of which was about 3 days prior to the earthquake. Thus, the ionosphere could have been disturbed from 3 days prior to the earthquake (for 5–6 days). However, the disturbances would be weak as seen in the $K_p$ and $Dst$ indices. Also, the results from Pedatella and Forbes [2011] show that drift perturbations observed by DMSP F13 during this study period were not significant. Thus, it could be expected that the disturbances due to the solar wind conditions and geomagnetic activities would be weak. Moreover, to avoid any effects due to the solar wind conditions and geomagnetic activities, we will focus on the observations taken on 15–16 days and 5–6 days prior to the earthquake (marked as the vertical dotted lines in Figure 1), when the solar wind speeds were very low and Alfvénic fluctuations and the interplanetary electric field were weak.

The year 2005 was in the middle of the declining phase of Solar Cycle 23. Thus, the $F_{10.7}$ solar flux level was moderate and very slowly varying over the 60 day period, which suggests that the disturbances in the ionosphere directly caused by solar irradiance were insignificant. There existed slow enhancement of the $F_{10.7}$ flux about 2 weeks before the earthquake, but the variation was too slow to make any distinct disturbances. If the local time of satellite observation is maintained to within an hour or so, the ionospheric disturbances triggered by the $F_{10.7}$ flux changes would not obscure those triggered by seismic activities or other causes.
Figure 2. (a) Local time, and (b) altitude distribution, of three satellites during the study period (March and April of 2005). The pink dash-dotted lines, the blue solid lines, and the red dashed lines represent the cases of DMSP, DEMETER, and CHAMP satellites, respectively. The blue and green dashed lines in Figure 2a represent the local time distributions of CHAMP satellite measurements in March and April. The histogram values were normalized to “1” for each case. Only the daytime data, as marked by the dark brown box, were filtered for the analyses in this study.

In the case of the disturbances related to the seismo-ionospheric coupling process, the affected area would corotate with the Earth, and the disturbance would emerge if the longitudinal variations in the satellite measurements, at the same or similar local time, were investigated.

2.3. Satellite Observations and Data Processing

The DEMETER satellite was launched on 29 June 2004 [Cussac et al., 2006] for studying disturbances of the ionosphere caused by the seismo-electromagnetic effects. The DEMETER satellite measured the ionospheric plasma parameters and electromagnetic waves from a Sun-synchronous orbit at 710 km altitude, with local equatorial crossing on ascending node at 22:15. This makes it suitable for studying global ionospheric disturbances at fixed local times with varying geographic latitude and longitude. We utilized the measurement data from the retarding potential analyzer (Instrument d’Analyse du Plasma (IAP)) [Berthelier et al., 2006] and the Langmuir probe (Instrument Sonde de Langmuir (ISL)) [Lebreton et al., 2006]. The instruments measured in situ the electron density, electron temperature, ion density, and ion temperature. The German satellite CHAMP was launched in July 2000 into a circular, near-polar (inclination: 87°) orbit at 460 km altitude. During its lifetime, the orbit slowly decayed to 350 km altitude by the end of 2007, with final reentry into the atmosphere on 19 September 2010. The orbital plane precessed through local time at a rate of about 5.5 min per day, sweeping all time zones within 131 days. Among the various measurements, the electron density data collected by PLP (Planar Langmuir Probe) were utilized to compare with the other satellite measurements. The CHAMP electron density data were validated by McNamara et al. [2007]. For complementary analysis, the space environment sensors which have flown on DMSP F15 included in the SSIES (Special Sensors-Ions, Electrons, and Scintillation) package (thermal plasma instruments including a retarding potential analyzer, Ion Drift Meter, Langmuir probe, and scintillation meter) were also utilized. DMSP F15 was operational from 1999 and has a Sun-synchronous circular polar orbit at about 850 km altitude, with a nominal local time of ascending node at 21:12. The validity and ground data processing of DMSP F15 were described by Heelis [2006].

Figure 2 shows the distribution of the local times (Figure 2a) and altitudes (Figure 2b) of the three satellites when the measurements were made during the period from a month before and to a month after the earthquake occurrence. As shown in the histogram of local times, the ionospheric measurements by the DEMETER satellite were made at fixed local times centered around 10:15 LT (morning) and 22:15 LT (evening). As noted above, the local time of the CHAMP orbit slowly changes so that the local time distribution is wider than that of the DEMETER. The local times of the CHAMP orbit around the earthquake occurrence were centered on 15:00 LT in March and on 12:00 in April due to the orbit precession. The local time of the DMSP F15 satellite is fixed around 09:12 LT (morning). Though the local time of the three satellites did not coincide, the simultaneous observations by the satellites provide the opportunity to analyze features which continue more than several hours in local time, and have vertical structure. The altitude distributions of the satellites are shown in Figure 2b. The altitude distributions are centered around 360 km for CHAMP, 710 km for DEMETER, and 850 km for DMSP. As noted in the figure, the dayside data of the three satellites were used in the analysis of the EIA features.
3. Results

3.1. Data Representation

The data sets of three satellites during the period from a month before to a month after the northern Sumatra earthquake were processed to see if there exist precursory or ex-post ionospheric anomalies possibly related to the seismic activities, other than disturbances whose physical origins are known to be clearly different from seismic activities, such as the equatorial ionization anomaly and the storm-time ionospheric disturbance. It is practically impossible to show all the data or plots of them in limited pages, so that we will introduce some representative data subsets evenly distributed over the study period.

Figure 3 shows the geometry of the earthquake and satellite observations which will be referred to in the following figures. The directions of all the satellite passes are all southward during the study period. The DEMETER data are supplied with orbit counts assigned from the time of launch, while the others are not. The orbit numbers of the CHAMP and DMSP satellites were assigned in chronological order within the data set of the 2 month period and increase every half orbit of ascending and descending phase.

The ionospheric measurements around the northern Sumatra earthquake are shown in Figures 4–7. We realized that plotting the data within 2 day period is suitable for identifying abnormal behavior which deviates from slowly varying ionospheric changes. Four consecutive figures (starting from Figure 4) are the ionospheric parameters measured in the periods $D-16$ to $D-15$ (The designation “$D$–numeral” means the number of days before the main earthquake occurrence, while “$D+$numeral” means the number of days after.), $D-6$ to $D-5$ (Figure 5), $D0$ to $D+1$ (Figure 6), and $D+28$ to $D+29$ (Figure 7). Each figure shows the measured values from four sensors consisting of the following: (a) the electron density measured by the DEMETER ISL, (b) the O\(^{+}\) density by the DEMETER IAP, (c) the electron temperature by the CHAMP PLP, and (d) the vertical drift velocity by the DMSP SSEIS.

Every graph consists of two panels. In each graph, the panel at the top shows the data from all the satellite orbits during the 2 day period. Longitudinal distance is defined as the difference in the longitudes between the epicenter of the main earthquake and the position of the satellite when it passes the same latitude of
the epicenter. Longitudinal distances from 0° to 120° are represented by colors (see the color bar) shown together in the panel at the top. Saturated dark blue represents data over longitudinal distances larger than 120°. All the measured values were plotted as a function of the geomagnetic latitude according to a recent suggestion of Oyama et al. [2011] that a seismic ionization anomaly, in their case a reduction of the ion density, might be caused by the interaction of the electric field associated with earthquakes and geomagnetic field. The vertical solid and dashed lines in the graphs represent the geomagnetic latitude of the epicenter (solid line) and its conjugate latitude (dashed line), respectively. The panel at the bottom shows the data for those orbits whose longitudinal distance was less than 10°. The red line represents shorter distance, while the orange lines represent longer longitudinal distance.

3.2. Ionospheric Conditions Before the Earthquake

The ionospheric conditions about 2 weeks before the earthquake are shown in Figure 4. Throughout this study, we were careful to utilize only the relative variation in the DEMETER ISL data instead of the absolute values. In any case, the ISL (Langmuir probe) and the IAP (retarding potential analyzer), which measure the electron density and ion density, generally showed self-consistent values proportional to each other. The ISL and IAP measurements of the electron and the ion (O+) density do not show crests-trough profiles. Instead, the plasma density values are higher around the equator region, with bulge-like profiles. The profiles of DEMETER measurements are asymmetric with respect to the geomagnetic equator. The electron and O+ density in the Northern Hemisphere is higher than those of the Southern Hemisphere in general.
Figure 5. Ionospheric conditions measured from D−6 to D−5 (22–23 February 2005). The content and method of representing the parameters are exactly the same as for Figure 4.

There appear longitudinal variations in the density profiles. Regarding the electron density (Figure 4), the ionospheric conditions along satellite orbits that passed over the epicenter region (e.g., Orbit-3675 (D−16) and Orbit-3690 (D−15)) do not show any peculiarity compared with other orbits. The electron density profile of these close orbits stay within the 1σ range of the measurements, which were made in the 2 day period, throughout the latitude (Figure 4a). The O+ (Figure 4b) density shows direct proportional correlation with electron density along each orbit. Both the electron and O+ densities measured by the ISL and IAP, respectively, are similar to or larger than 1.0 × 10^5 particles/cm^3. Features typical of the equatorial ionization anomaly (EIA) are shown in the electron density profiles measured by the CHAMP PLP (Figure 4e).

To quantify the strength and morphology of the EIA, Mendillo et al. [2000] defined a strength index (I_s) and an asymmetry index (I_a) as follows:

\[
I_s = (N + S)/E, \quad I_a = (N - S)/((N + S)/2),
\]

(1)

where N, S, and E represent the TEC at the north and south crests, and at the equator trough, respectively. Later, Stolle et al. [2008] similarly defined the Crest-to-Trough Ratio (CTR), which is analogous to the strength index, by substituting the TEC with the electron density measured by the CHAMP PLP. In addition, they defined the crest L value of the flux tube, \( L_c = 1/2 : (L_N + L_S) \), where \( L_N \) and \( L_S \) are the L values of the north and south crests, as a measure of the altitude-independent EIA width. The satellite passes at longitudinal distances less than 50° (represented as red, yellow, and green lines) show asymmetric increase in
Figure 6. Ionospheric conditions measured from D0 to D+1 (28 February to 1 March 2005). The content and method of representing the parameters are exactly the same as for Figure 4.

the Southern Hemisphere when compared with other orbits. This feature also can be seen in the DEMETER electron and O+ density profiles. We could not figure out whether this feature should be thought of as a seismo-ionospheric coupling, or just a short-term local phenomenon. The CTR along the orbit closest to the epicenter (Orbit-387 at D−15 with Δlon = −1.2°) during the study period is estimated to be ∼2.5. The crest L value can be derived assuming that the geomagnetic field is given by the dipole geometry as follows:

\[ L_c = \frac{R_E + h_{sat}}{R_E} \frac{1}{\cos^2 \beta_c} \]

(2)

where \( R_E \) (6371 km) is the radius of the Earth, \( h_{sat} \) is the altitude of the satellite, and \( \beta_c \) is the geomagnetic latitude of the crest. The \( L_c \) for Orbit-387 was estimated to be 1.134 since the crests were located ∼15° north and south of the geomagnetic equator. The vertical drift velocity profiles measured during the study period by the DMSP SSEIS are shown in Figure 4f. The vertical drift velocity around the geomagnetic equatorial region is roughly −200 m/s (downward direction) regardless of the longitude. It is thought that the DMSP altitude might be around the apex height where the EIA uplifted plasma starts to diffuse downward along the flux tube. We tried to make use of the relative changes of the velocity values throughout this study, considering the difficulties in measuring the ion drift velocity in the high-altitude region of the ionosphere where the density is very low.

3.3. Precursory Ionospheric Phenomena

Figure 5 shows the ionospheric condition measured by the three satellites about a week (D−6 to D−5) before the main shock. The electron and O+ densities were much higher when the DEMETER satellite passed near the epicenter (Figures 5a and 5b). This is commonly seen in the orbits with longitudinal distance less
than $20^\circ$ (red on the graphs). It appears that the feature reached its climax in the closest orbit (Orbit-3812, at D−6, with longitudinal distance $−3.8^\circ$). There exist crests in the electron density profiles of the two orbits closer to the epicenter than any other orbits. The geomagnetic latitudes of the crests coincide with the latitude of the epicenter and its geomagnetic conjugate.

As can be found in Figure 5a (bottom), there existed a small trough in the electron density profile, but $N_e$ at the trough did not show a large difference from those at the crests. If the crests and trough morphology are expressed in CTR as for CHAMP, the CTR derived from $N_e$, measured at the altitude of DEMETER, would be $∼1.2$ in Orbit-3821. The crest $L$ value was estimated to be 1.130. In the case of O$^+$ density (Figure 5b), Orbit-3821 does not have a trough in this profile. Instead, the O$^+$ density profile looks as if it is saturated to a fixed value of $∼1.0 \times 10^5$ particles/cm$^3$ within the region encompassed by the epicenter latitude and its geomagnetic conjugate.

The electron density profiles measured by the CHAMP PLP (Figure 5c) look as if they are merely typical features of the equatorial ionization anomaly. A thorough investigation revealed that the profiles of the orbits whose longitudinal distances were less than $30^\circ$ had larger crest $L$ values than did those of the farther orbits. The closest orbit (Orbit-699 at D$−5$ with $\Delta$lon = $+4.0^\circ$) had the largest $L_c$—reaching 1.20 ($\beta_c=20^\circ$) in both direction from the equator. This corresponded to $∼1250$ km altitude at the equator along the geomagnetic flux tube.

In the case of the vertical drift velocity measured by the DMSP satellite, the epicenter-close orbits (Orbit-593 and Orbit-621) have slightly higher values around the epicenter, though the overall drift direction is

---

**Figure 7.** Ionospheric conditions measured from D+28 to D+29 (28–29 March 2005). The content and method of representing the parameters are exactly the same as for Figure 4.
downward. If we only consider the meaning of the relative change of the drift velocity measurements (as described in section 3.2), we carefully state that there could exist a reinforcement in the vertical uplift which causes the usual EIA in the vicinity of the epicenter.

### 3.4. Concurrent and Ex-Post Ionospheric Conditions

The ionospheric conditions on the day of the earthquake occurrence, and on the day after the occurrence, are shown in Figure 6. Essentially the same phenomena described in Figure 5 were still maintained. The electron density measured by DEMETER had crests with slightly larger $L_c$—compared with that of the period D−6 to D−5. The CHAMP PLP data also show EIA with increased $L_c$ ($\beta_c \approx 22^\circ$ both in the south and north), suggesting that there exists a more intensified vertical uplift along the geomagnetic flux tube which passes the longitude of the epicenter.

Orbit-3908 of the DEMETER satellite (Figures 6a and 6b) passed the equator on the dayside (descending) at 3 h 24 m UTC on 28 March. If the intensified EIA feature was seismo-ionospheric coupling, the ionospheric feature along the epicenter longitude appearing in Orbit-3908 can be considered a precursory phenomenon since it preceded the earthquake at 16 h 09 m UTC (see Table 1). It appears that there were no specific differences in the precursory, the concurrent, and the ex-post seismo-ionospheric coupling except in the intensity or the magnitude of the disturbances.

The atypical pattern in the electron and O$^+$ density appeared from a week before the earthquake (as shown in Figure 5) and continued until about a week after the main shock. Then the ionospheric condition returned to a state similar to that before the precursory disturbances were observed. Figure 7 shows the ionospheric parameters observed a month (D+28 to D+29) after the main shock. The electron density measured by the DEMETER ISL around the epicenter longitude and latitude remained within 1σ deviation range of statistical ensemble shown in Figure 7a. The O$^+$ density was similar. The EIA feature appeared, regardless of the longitudinal variation, but the $L_c$ was reduced to $\sim 1.11$, which is even slightly smaller than that for Orbit-387 on D−15.

### 3.5. Change of the EIA-Related Parameters

The crest $L$ value were derived from the CHAMP PLP electron density measurement during the 2 month period before and after the northern Sumatra earthquake. The crest $L$ value can be directly converted to the apex height, $H_{\text{apex}}$, using the geomagnetic dipole approximation $H_{\text{apex}} = R_E (L_c - 1)$. The apex height has clearer physical insight than the crest $L$ value since $H_{\text{apex}}$ in kilometer is the altitude of the flux tube at the geomagnetic equator containing the EIA crests.

Figure 8a shows the change of the apex height derived from the CHAMP PLP measurements during the 2 month study period. An apex height value was assigned to a daytime orbital pass so that each point on the graph represents the apex height at longitude of the satellite orbit when it passes the equator on the dayside. The x axis on the graph refers to the time in days with respect to the time of the main earthquake (the vertical dashed line at $x = 0$). As shown on the graph, the apex height values for all the orbits in the study period are marked as color-filled circles whose colors and sizes vary according to the apex height values. The y axis represents the longitude at which the satellite passes the geographic equator while descending on the dayside. The horizontal dashed line represents the geographic longitude of the epicenter. The CTR values derived from the CHAMP PLP were plotted in Figure 8b. Since the local time of the CHAMP satellite varied, the values were normalized to the values at noon. The variations of the $H_{\text{apex}}$ and CTR values as a function of local time, in the same season (March and April), were derived from the CHAMP observation period except 2005 and were fit to polynomial functions.

Increases in apex heights derived from the EIA crests can clearly be seen in the orbits close to the epicenter longitude (97.1°) about 2 weeks before and after the earthquake. The clusters of these orbits with large apex heights are distributed within $\sim 20^\circ$ in longitudinal distance from the epicenter. Even though not all the orbits in the range (D−14 < T < D+14, $\Delta$long < $20^\circ$) had relatively large $H_{\text{apex}}$ (> 1000 km), almost half of the orbits have apex heights larger than 1000 km, clearly distinct from other orbits. There appeared some orbits with the EIA apex heights greater than 1000 km, but they were not clustered in temporal or spatial vicinity. The CTR (Figure 8b) did not show clear correlation with $H_{\text{apex}}$ though the CTR was slightly enhanced along $\sim 90^\circ$E and $\sim 300^\circ$E.

As shown in the previous section, there appeared EIA features in the DEMETER electron and ion density measurements temporally near the main earthquake. Unlike the CHAMP measurements, only some
Figure 8c shows the change in the NEPD during the study period. The method of representing the data is the same as in Figure 8a except that the apex height values were substituted by the NEPD values. Most of the orbits have values less than 3.0 (represented in blue and green). There were 15 orbits with the NEPD greater than 3.0 (shown as red filled circles). Among them, six orbits were distributed within ~20° from the epicenter longitude and are five out of the six orbits were temporally clustered from a week before the earthquake to a day after the occurrence. For two orbits (Orbit 3908 and 3923 in Figure 6), right after the main shock, the NEPD values are even higher than 3.5. DEMETER Orbit 3923 which passed 5.3° west of the epicenter on the day after the earthquake, had the normalized density value of 4.0, the maximum value registered during the study period. It can be deduced that the more intense or increased uplift of the ionospheric plasma was related to those orbits that had relatively larger NEPD values.

To investigate the possible correlation of the intensified EIA features with the seismic activity, the temporal and longitudinal variations of the NEPD measured by DEMETER were analyzed. First, the temporal evolution of the NEPD in the vicinity of the epicenter region during the study period (March and April of 2005) is shown in
Figure 9. (a) Temporal variation of the NEPD of the DEMETER satellite passes whose longitudes are within ±20° from the epicenter and (b) the daily variation of the longitudinal distribution of the NEPD from D−13 to D+14 with respect to the main shock of the Sumatra earthquake.

Figure 9a. The NEPD values in the graph were filtered with the condition that the longitude of equatorial pass is within 20° from that of the epicenter. The statistical reference was derived from the DEMETER measurements taken at the same season (March and April) of the consecutive years from 2006 to 2010 when the DEMETER satellite was operational. Throughout the period, the seismic activities were weaker than those of 2004 and 2005, when historic earthquakes occurred in the vicinity of Sumatra region.

As noted in the previous subsections, the EIA feature did not show apparent increase or decrease until about a week before the earthquake occurrence. Then the EIA intensity represented by NEPD increased above 3.0, which is larger than 1σ range shown as green dashed lines, remained above it until 4 days before the shock, and then decreased within 1σ range. The NEPD once again dramatically changed from a day before the earthquake (D−1) to the next day of the main shock (D+1). The NEPD returned to the 1σ range with slight deviations afterward.

Figure 9b shows the evolution of the longitudinal variations in the period from D−13 to D+14 within which the above mentioned anomalous increase took place in the orbits close to the epicenter. The red lines and green bands represent the averaged longitudinal variations and 1σ ranges of the NEPD, respectively, derived from the same data set which was used for the derivation of the statistical reference in Figure 9a. The longitudinal variation derived from the reference data itself shows clear signature of wave-4 structure.
Before D−7, most of the NEPD values, represented by solid squares, remain within 1σ range of the longitudinal variation. At D−6, Orbit-3821 that passed the epicenter (vertical dashed lines) closely in longitude shows increase in the NEPD above 3.0, which is approaching 2σ level. Increases above 1σ level appeared again at D−5, D−4, D−0, and D+1, reaching the maximum (≈3σ) in the study period at Orbit-3923 at D+1. Then the longitudinal NEPD profile started to follow the statistical reference. At D+9 and D+13, there appeared increases in NEPD around 270°E but some of the data were missing as shown in the graphs making it difficult to perform unbiased analysis.

A notable feature that appears only in the orbits near which, in time, the increases in the NEPD near the epicenter were observed, is that the NEPD values at the eastside of the epicenter (≈120°E−150°E) were reduced below the lower 1σ range. An additional feature is that whenever the consecutive satellite passes close to the epicenter are available (D−5, D−4, D−0, and D+1), the westside from the epicenter have higher NEPD values. In short, the eastside passes from the epicenter show decreases in EIA intensity, expressed in NEPD, while the westside passes from the epicenter show increases in EIA intensity. This tendency of longitudinal change of EIA strength was also shown in the apex height distribution measured by CHAMP (see Figure 8a).

4. Discussion
4.1. Comparisons With Other Examples
The Sumatra Arc is one of the most seismically active regions in the equatorial area. During the DEMETER operation period, the spring of 2009 was remarked as the season when the seismic activity in the region was relatively calm. There were no earthquakes larger than M6.0 in the vicinity of the Sumatra Arc seismic zone. The space weather condition was also calm in that Dst remain larger than −50 nT and Kp index was less than 3.0 throughout the period.

Figure 10 shows the NEPD variation near the Sumatra Arc in longitude from March to April of 2009. As shown in the graph, the NEPD remain under 3.0. There were two cases when the NEPD approached 3.0 and they were thought to be related with geomagnetic activity.

There can exist fluctuations of the NEPD even if there are no strong earthquakes, mostly related with the space weather condition, which suggests that the seismic activity is not the only or the main driver of the EIA variation. Anyhow, while investigating the DEMETER ISL data, we could identify the similar example of the intensified EIA which is strongly thought to be related to a large earthquake since the temporal and spatial changes of the NEPD show very similar feature with those of the Sumatra earthquake.

The example is the case of M8.0 Pisco earthquake of 15 August 2007 (23:40:56 UTC). The earthquake also occurred in the equatorial region, while its location was near the coast of Central Peru (13.36°S, 283.48°E). The depth of the hypocenter was 30.2 km. The temporal and spatial variations of the EIA around the Pisco earthquake were shown in Figure 11, with the same method as that of Figure 9. We did not show the space weather condition within this period for the sake of simplicity. During the 3 months from July to September, the Dst index did not exceed −50 nT, which implies the geomagnetic activity was minimal in the period. In addition, we checked the peaks of the NEPD enhancements do not coincide with the increases of Kp index over 3.0.
Figure 11. (a) Temporal variation of the NEPD of the DEMETER satellite passes whose longitudes are within ±20° from the epicenter and (b) the daily variation of the longitudinal distribution of the NEPD from D−13 to D+14 with respect to the Pisco earthquake of 2007.

Figure 11a shows the temporal evolution of the NEPD within 20° in longitude from the Pisco earthquake. From about 10 days before the earthquake occurrence, the NEPD shows abrupt enhancements. The NEPD have maximum value at D−7 reaching 4.1 in Orbit-16571 and 4.3 in the successive orbit which are over 3σ of the seasonal variation (green dashed lines). Then it returned to normal values until D−2. Again, it showed peaked increase over 2σ from D−2 to D+1, then remained within 1σ range.

The longitudinal variations of the NEPD day by day from D−13 to D+14 were shown in Figure 11b. As noted above, the most dramatic enhancements were observed on D−7 and the increments were observed only in two orbits whose longitudes are close to that of the epicenter of the Pisco earthquake, represented as a vertical dashed line. The reduction of NEPD in the east of the epicenter observed in the case of Sumatra earthquake did not appear clearly in the case of Pisco earthquake.

It is remarkable that the Sumatra earthquake was the largest earthquake (M8.7) in the year of 2005, while the Pisco earthquake was the largest earthquake (M8.0) among the earthquakes that occurred in the “Nazca Plate and South America” seismic zone [Rhea et al., 2010] in the year 2007. In addition, both the periods were relatively calm in geomagnetic activity.

4.2. Were They Seismic Intensification of the Equatorial Ionization Anomaly?

It was reported that there were increased ionospheric disturbances indicated by the crest L value (CHAMP satellite) and the NEPD (DEMETER satellite) along the epicenter longitude within about a week before and
after the northern Sumatra earthquake. Additionally, the case of Pisco earthquake was introduced which showed very similar behavior in the temporal and spatial variation of the NEPD derived from the DEMETER ISL measurements.

The disturbances observed in the ionospheric plasma density provided opportunities to investigate the underlying process of seismo-ionspheric coupling if it was the driver of the intensified EIA, since the features should vary according to the altitude and local time of the satellites. The observations cannot be called “direct evidence” of seismo-ionspheric coupling, nor earthquake precursory phenomena, since we could not provide evidence revealing all the processes happening in the lithosphere, the lower atmosphere, and the ionosphere as a whole. Instead, we might revise the current understanding of the seismo-ionspheric coupling to explain our observations, on the assumption that the observed features originated from seismic activities.

As shown in Figure 8a, the apex height of the EIA features derived from the electron density measurements of the CHAMP PLP were distributed from $\sim 400$ km to $\sim 1200$ km, centered around 700–800 km. Around (in both spatial and temporal vicinity) the northern Sumatra earthquake, $H_{\text{apex}}$ reached $\sim 1200$ km implying that the driving force of the plasma uplift was reinforced around the seismic region. Oyama et al. [2011] reported that reductions in atomic oxygen and molecular ion densities observed by the U.S. satellite DE-2 around a large earthquake which occurred at the Chilean coast were similar to the EIA feature, but centered around the earthquake epicenter. They explained that this ion density reduction could be a superposition of a quiet time eastward electric field, and an electric field associated with the earthquake. The multisatellite observations of the ionospheric condition around the large earthquake in this study make it possible to definitize the current explanation of seismo-ionspheric coupling, especially in the low-latitude region.

As noted in the previous section, the EIA was intensified around the epicenter and the westward direction, while weakened in the eastward direction. If the phenomena were seismo-ionspheric coupling, the explanation could be found in the model suggested by Pulinets [2012]. He suggested that the ionospheric potential near the epicenter can either increase or decrease according to the decrease or increase in the atmospheric conductivity above the seismic zone by radon emanation. In the two cases, the observed EIA features near the northern Sumatra earthquake can be explained by the increased conductivity case. The schematic configuration of the seismo-ionspheric coupling, adopted from Pulinets [2012], was shown in Figure 12a. In case of the increased conductivity near the Earth's surface, the ionospheric potential decreases and, thus, the inward electric field is generated. Since the magnetic field lines are near parallel to the Earth's surface in the equatorial region, only the zonal electric field take effect as shown. In combination with the eastward zonal electric field in the dayside ionosphere, the upward drift velocity is enhanced in the west and reduced in the east of the epicenter.

The meridional views at each side of the epicenter were shown in Figures 12b and 12c. The eastward electric field was depicted as a dotted circle in the cartoon implying that the direction is outward from the paper. Due to the high conductivity parallel to the Earth's magnetic field, the perpendicular electric field at ionospheric heights would be transmitted along the magnetic field lines. In addition to this, the eastward component electric field developed above the west of the epicenter region would be transferred parallel along the geomagnetic field lines (depicted as a thick dashed line), and expected to have a symmetric feature in the region of its geomagnetic conjugate. The downward diffusion of the plasma along the dipole magnetic field lines is accompanied by symmetrical poleward drift generating crest/trough density profiles at the CHAMP altitude. In the east of the epicenter, the direction of the seismically generated $E$ field is reversed so that the altitude at which the plasma can be drifted is reduced as shown in Figure 12c.

There are still debates about the mechanism by which the electric field around the epicenter is created, so that more observational and experimental evidence is required. The results of our study are not directly related to the electric field or the charge creation mechanism. However, Freund [2010] noted that positive holes generated by squeezed rocks in the seismic preparation zone can change the electric potential of the atmosphere and the ionosphere. In addition, Orihara et al. [2012] reported the existence of the preseismic anomalous, telluric current signals, and their correlation with seismic activities on Kozu-shima Island. Their results could be thought of as indirect evidence that seismo-ionspheric coupling could be triggered by the lithospheric current and the charge collection mechanism.
Since the whole Sunda Trench and majority of epicenters of earthquakes presented in the Table 1 are underwater, it is questionable how the electric charges could penetrate to the ocean surface. Ondoh [2003] explained that radon gas would emanate from the ground, including land and sea surfaces [Pulinets, 2012], to significantly ionize the air and that the radioactive decay of radon atoms through high-energy alpha particle emission can cause the formation of ion pairs and thus increase air conductivity. The processes of surface charging and atmospheric ionization can cooperatively trigger an upward electric current over the seismoactive region and form a horizontal electric field at the bottom of the ionosphere [Kuo et al., 2011].

Due to the apparition of electrical charges, the air conductivity at the Earth’s surface is modified and the consequent change for the ionospheric potential was described by Rycroft et al. [2008]. Harrison et al. [2010, 2014] have presented an application of this mechanism to earthquake processes. Pulinets and Ouzounov [2011] presented a Lithosphere-Atmosphere-Ionosphere Coupling model to explain the precursory phenomena of earthquakes. According to them, radon is emanated from the Earth’s crust continuously, even without earthquakes, and the deviated radon emission in the earthquake preparation period results in the ionospheric potential in the vicinity of the epicenter. Even, they pointed out that the anomalous radon activity stops immediately or within a few days after the main shock, which is remarkably consistent with our observations around the Sumatra earthquake of March 2005 and the Pisco earthquake of August 2007.

Stolle et al. [2008] derived an empirical relation between the EIA apex height, $H_{apex}$ (in kilometer), and the eastward electric field, $E_y$ (in mV/m), as follows:

$$H_{apex} = 516 \text{km} + 512 \frac{\text{km}}{\text{mV/m}} E_y$$

(3)

If we apply our observed EIA parameters of Sumatra earthquake case, to this empirical relation, we could state that the eastward electric field of $\sim 0.55$ mV/m; under the usual EIA condition ($H_{apex} = \sim 800$ km), increased to $\sim 1.34$ mV/m; when the EIA is thought to have been increased by seismic activities ($H_{apex} = \sim 1200$ km). Accordingly, a $\sim 0.8$ mV/m increase can be attributed purely to the seismic activities. The EIA crest locations due to (1) the usual equatorial eastward $E$ field, (2) the eastward $E$ field at the epicenter and its conjugate, and (3) the net $E$ field of (1) and (2) are $\pm 20^\circ$, $\pm 22.5^\circ$, and $\pm 27^\circ$, in geomagnetic latitude. Since
the geomagnetic field lines are fairly inclined at the locations of the crests due to the net $E$ field, there should be an equatorward (or less poleward) neutral wind for the electron density to increase at these EIA crest locations [Balan et al., 2013]. It would be natural to think that the electric field intensity formed by the seismic activities has a positive correlation with the earthquake magnitude, but we lack observational evidences to prove this postulate. However, it is worthy of note that Kuo et al. [2011] estimated that an electric field of $\sim 1\, \text{mV/m}$ at $85\,\text{km}$ can be produced by current density $J_{\text{rock}} = 1.4\, \text{μA/m}^2$ for daytime conductivity.

## 5. Summary and Conclusions

We investigated the ionospheric conditions spatially and temporally surrounding the northern Sumatra earthquake that occurred on 28 March 2005. The ionospheric parameters on the dayside measured by the DEMETER, CHAMP, and DMSP satellites at various altitudes were used in the analyses.

We observed that the EIA features that usually existed throughout the study period (2 months around the main earthquake) were intensified along the orbits whose longitudes were close to the epicenter, before and after the main shock. We derived the crest $L$ values and the apex heights, which represent the intensity of the EIA, for all the orbits of the CHAMP satellite within the study period, to quantify the ionospheric changes that might be correlated with the seismic activities. We also found that the NEPD, which quantify the equatorial ($\pm 15^\circ$ in geomagnetic latitude) electron density relative to the midlatitude density observed by the DEMETER satellite, also increased in the spatial and temporal vicinity of the earthquake event. The apex height enhancements along the orbits with longitudes relatively close to the epicenter observed in the CHAMP plasma measurements started about a week before the earthquake and continued until about a week after the earthquake, suggesting the phenomena were possibly caused by the seismic activity. In the case of the NEPD derived from the DEMETER satellite, increases in the parameter were observed from about a week before, to a day after, the earthquake, reaching maximum a day after the earthquake, and diminished afterward. The upward plasma drift were enhanced in the westward from the epicenter and reduced in the eastward direction, which is consistent with one of the previously suggested seismo-ionospheric coupling models of ionospheric potential decrease. In addition, similar EIA enhancements appeared in the NEPD related to the M8.0 Pisco earthquake of 15 August 2007. The questions still remain whether the increases can be clearly separated and distinguished from the wave structure, of which density crests are known to be caused by atmospheric tidal effects, or that these increases accidentally coincided with the most frequent earthquake occurrence along the geomagnetic equator.

Based on the assumption that the observed EIA increases originated from seismo-ionospheric coupling, the multisatellite observations from various altitudes were applied to revise the current understanding of the mechanism by which the equatorial ionosphere is affected by seismic activities. More observational evidence and theoretical studies are required to reach a unanimous explanation of the overall processes and the underlying mechanisms, of seismo-ionospheric coupling, and of its correlation with EIA features.
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